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¡Hello!

We are José Manuel and Mercedes, two hikers
who have a passion for good cuisine, founders
of Envero Restaurant and in love with their town,
Beas de Granada. 

We love “filling ourselves up”, in every sense,
and that's why, whenever we can, we go out to
enjoy the spectacular natural environment of
our municipality.

From Beas de Granada a thousand and one
trails depart, and many others arrive! There are
easy trails, others are longer and harder, trails
that connect villages, and trails in which the
past speaks to us...

With this publication, which we promise to
expand, we would like to invite you to go down
them, love and enjoy them as much as we do. 

And surely, we would  be extremely pleased if 
 youfinished them with an invigorating meal in
our restaurant.

Fancy breaking in
your boots?
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Dykes trail

Beas river path trail

Collado de Puerto
Blanco trail

Trenches and
treading pools trail

Vineyards trail
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difficulty
Moderate

Dykes trail

distance
9,960 Km

higher altitude
1339m

time 
2,19 h

grade
Positive/Negative: 282m
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The road runs through the hydrological
correction dams/dykes that were built in the
area after the devastating fire of the Sierra de
Huétor in 1993, with the aim of controlling runoff
water and containing eroded soil after loss of
vegetation cover.

Dykes trail
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You will find dykes of hydraulic stone
masonry and gabion masonry along a path
in which nature has done a splendid work of
recovery. 

At the moment, the route does not have any
signposting so we would recommend you to
follow the trail on Wikiloc.

It is possible to do either a circular walk, or
linear, shortening it in duration and distance.
.
You will start the walk right in the centre of
the village and you will head to “Camino del
Nacimiento".

Remember to wear appropriate footwear,
since you will make a first ascent through an
area of loose soil and rocks, known as "Las
Pedrizas".
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https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/ruta-de-los-diques-de-beas-de-granada-69415854
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/ruta-de-los-diques-de-beas-de-granada-69415854


The dykes to control water and soil which name
the route. 

The first dyke you will find is a hydraulic stone
masonry dyke.

Top places

And the second dyke is of gabion masonry
work.
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“La Carchita Cave”. Is in fact a shallow cave-
like opening used by shepherds as shelter from
bad weather. 

Top places

Areas that will allow you to learn a bit more
about the historical geology of the place.
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difficulty
Moderate

Beas river path
trail

distance
15 Km

higher altitude 
1062m

time
3,09 h

grade
Positive: 431m
Negative: 71m
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vídeo
trail summary on video

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CUF7MXPL6E8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CUF7MXPL6E8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


It is a historical path formerly very busy, which
connected the capital, Granada, to our town. 

Its singularity lies in the fact that it connects
without any architectural barriers or road
network, the Periurban Park “Dehesa del
Generalife” and the Natural Park “Sierra de
Huétor”, which are two stunning natural
spaces.

Historic path of
the Beas river
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It allows you to leave the city (Granada) on
foot, walk to Beas de Granada and then to
program your way back by bus (service
available only Monday to Saturday).
 You can start your walk from Plaza Nue

va, go down the Carrera del Darro, Paseo
de los Tristes, Camino del Sacromonte... and
from there, just follow the trail through the
beautiful Darro River Valley.

The trail is easy, since it is flat all the way
pretty much, and the ascent is quite smooth,
except a slightly steeper slope when
reaching the final straight, the entrance to
Beas de Granada.
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You will find physical signposting along the
entire trail, in the form of stone monoliths, but
in order not to get lost, the ideal is to follow
the route on  Wikiloc.

Part of this beautiful path runs along the
well-known Camino de Santiago
Mozarabic Route.

During the Middle Ages, Christians living in
Muslim areas, went on a pilgrimage to
Santiago de Compostela by the route that
departed from Almeria and connected with
El Camino de Santiago as part of La Ruta de
la Plata.

We recommend wearing comfortable
clothes and trekking boots.
And be careful when crossing the river!...
although you will find some rocks to make
the crossing easier. 11

https://es.wikiloc.com/rutas-senderismo/camino-historico-de-granada-a-beas-de-granada-83153440
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/camino-historico-de-granada-a-beas-de-granada-83153440
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/camino-historico-de-granada-a-beas-de-granada-83153440


You will go near the Cortijo de Jesús del Valle.
Built by the Society of Jesus (catholic religious
order) in the XVII century; it is a listed building
(heritage asset), although in a terrible state of
preservation with no maintenance whatsoever.

Top places

Nevertheless, it is one of the best examples of
agricultural estates managed by the Jesuits
during the XVII and XVIII centuries.
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difficulty
Moderate

Collado de Puerto
Blanco trail

distance
11 Km

higher altitude
1428 m

time 
2,40 h

grade
Positive: 394 m
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vídeo 

trail summary on video

https://www.instagram.com/reel/Ca2m4Ayo001/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Ca2m4Ayo001/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Ca2m4Ayo001/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


This trail borders the southeast limit of the Sierra
de Huétor Natural Park and reaches a
maximum altitude of 1,428 m.

Along the way you will enjoy spectacular views
of both the Natural Park of the Sierra de Huétor
and Sierra Nevada, as well as the impressive
almost lunar look-alike landscapes of an old
quarry.
.

Collado de Puerto
Blanco trail
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The route does not have signposting
therefore if you dont́ want to get lost, use 
 ¡Wikiloc!

We propose a circular walk, whose first part
runs along the right bank of the Arroyo de
Beas and the second part (once you have
got to the top of the Collado de Puerto
Blanco) will take you down the basin of the
Aguas Blancas River.

Along the way you will find a fountain, in the
place known as "El Toconcillo".

Given the altitude, in winter it is common to
find areas with frost and snow, so it is
essential to mind appropriate equipment
(suitable footwear and warm clothes).
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https://es.wikiloc.com/rutas-senderismo/beas-de-granada-collado-puerto-blanco-93219051
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/beas-de-granada-collado-puerto-blanco-93219051
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/beas-de-granada-collado-puerto-blanco-93219051


Along the route you will find savin junipers and
pines (both reforested), as well as scrubland,
thyme and rosemary endemic to the area, with
dolomitic limestone soils that do not allow a
leafier vegetation growth.

Top places
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At the top of the Collado de Puerto Blanco you
are surprised by an abandoned quarry that has
left a unique lunar landscape. 

The terrain in this area is limestone and
dolomitic limestone, so traditionally gravel was
extracted on these quarries.

Top places
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difficulty
Moderate

Trenches and
treading pools trail

distance
5,470 Km

higher altitude
1228 m

time 
1,24 h

grade
Positive: 230 m
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vídeo
trail summary on video

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CPyI573o7vw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CPyI573o7vw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


In Beas de Granada, an important historic
heritage is well preserved and it means a good
example of the Spanish Civil War military
architecture.

This trail runs through three of the most
significant trenches or defensive walls in town,
including a gunpowder magazine, machine
guns post and trenches dug into the ground in
different states of preservation.

Trenches and
treading pools trail
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Once again, we recommend you follow the
route in  Wikiloc so you don’t get
sidetracked, since it is not signposted.

The route also passes by the remains of
some ancient medieval treading pools
presumably used for stomping grapes and
olives to make both wine and oil, (which in
fact may be from Roman or even Iberian
times, but are still in the process of study and
cataloguing).

On this trail you will also find high peaks that
will afford you spectacular panoramic views,
like the Aguasblancas river basin, as an
example.

And it also goes through one of the most
emblematic places of the area, "El Fraile",
declared as a Geological Interest Site.
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https://es.wikiloc.com/rutas-senderismo/arquitectura-defensiva-y-lagares-de-beas-de-granada-74862773
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/arquitectura-defensiva-y-lagares-de-beas-de-granada-74862773
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/arquitectura-defensiva-y-lagares-de-beas-de-granada-74862773


“El Fraile” is a unique rock formation caused by
wind erosion, that has become a symbol in
town and it has been source to all sorts of myths
and legends.

Top places

Old treading pools, where presumably grapes
and olives were pressed for oil and wine
production.
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In “La Fraila” trenches, (privately owned by
Antonio Aznar), an important recovery work is
being carried out. 

Nearby, next to the path, you will find another
defensive post with easy access.

Top places
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difficulty
Moderate

Vineyards trail

distance
4,760 Km

higher altitude
1149 m

time 
1,07 h

grade
Positive: 142 m
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vídeo
trail summary on video

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CS9tiV9ISFN/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CS9tiV9ISFN/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


This easy trail goes across the north farming
area of Beas de Granada.

The type of soil, low in clay and rich in silt,
makes these lands ideal for grape growing.

Along the way you will move between two
ravines: the Barranco de El Muerto and the
Barranco de Tilalva, and we will visit an area
full of vineyards.

Vineyards trail
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Since you will have to go across several
estates without following a path, it is easy to
get disoriented, so we recommend you
check Wikiloc.

You will realize how atomized farming is in
this area, where smallholdings are very
predominant.

This means that there are no large wineries
in town, since the vineyards are quite small
and their wine production is usually intended
for domestic consumption.

However, Beas de Granada treasures an
important winemaking tradition and both,
vine farming as much as wine production
(mainly must), are an important part of the
cultural heritage of the town.
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https://es.wikiloc.com/rutas-senderismo/ruta-de-las-vinas-de-beas-de-granada-81912741
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/ruta-de-las-vinas-de-beas-de-granada-81912741
https://www.wikiloc.com/hiking-trails/ruta-de-las-vinas-de-beas-de-granada-81912741


You will go by several vineyards, some more
recent and placed on trellises and others older,
placed as bush vineyards.

Top places

And at the end of the trail you will find another
example of Civil War military architecture.
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Nothing better for reenergising like resting
while eating, and that we can provide in our
restaurant, where you will enjoy great food
in a comfortable atmosphere. 

We are committed to making innovative
elaborations out of local and seasonal
products, we also make our own wines and
jams and we even have tasty proposals for
vegans and vegetarians.

We practice the “slow food” concept,
which changes with the seasons…

We are open on weekends and bank
holidays.

Book in advance and choose the best place
to eat: by the fireplace or wood stove
during the winter season, or on the terrace
during the summer.

You can book your reservation either by
calling us on (+34) 646 698 636 or by
emailing us at enverogranada@gmail.com

And to end up in the
best possible way…
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Te dejo algunas
imágenes para ir
abriendo boca...
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Restaurante Envero www.enverogranada.es

https://www.instagram.com/enverogranada/
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https://enverogranada.es/

